




Conversations happening with additional companies. Hope to have increased participation amongst all sectors in 
the 4th Quarter



Michael Bronstien - gave intro of Rep. Harris
Representative Harris stressed the importance of legalization in correcting the war on drugs, the revenue it would 
bring to the Commonwealth and the job opportunities it would create. He addressed the "stigma" of marijuana 
and how he sees that as a major challenge to legalization. 



Athan Koutsiroumbus gave a presentation about the potential of updates to Act 16 and PCC strategy for tacking 
industry issues. 

Nello Giorgetti gave an update on PCC's role in the development of Adult Use legislation.



Meredith reviewed the budget and pointed out that funds are allocated for an audit during the forth quarter. 





DOH: Majority of member concerns are with uncertainty created by DOH and difficulties in communicating with 
them. 

Remediation: To be addressed through Act 16 changes.

MJ Freeway: PCC now has a standing call with MJ Freeway each month. Please continue to share concerns so that 
we may advocate on your behalf on the monthly call. 

Adult Use: PCC is working with legislators on both sides of the aisle to educate about AU and working to be an 
active voice in the process.

Medical Professionals: PCC will work to address these issues through our industry medical professionals and 
relationship with DOH. 



Legislative: PCC working to bring more legislative opportunities to you by either bringing legislators to you through 
meetings or by helping coordinate visits to your facilities.

Communication & Collaboration: More direct email communication and more committee involvement. 

Visibility: PCC is working to bring on a strategic public relations partner to ensure a strong industry voice.



Developing membership programing. If there are specific topics or presenters you want to hear please contact 
Meredith. 



Affiliate Membership would replace the sponsorship program. It would allow for a new revenue stream from 
existing industry partners. This status will not be open to permit applicants. 



"Regular" will be determined by each committee. 

Work to have actionable items to report out of each quarter. 

Increased involvement: if you are interested in joining a committee please advise Meredith. 



As the conversations surrounding adult use picks up it is necessary to build a PAC. 

You will be receiving a direct solicitation over the next several weeks. 

If you have questions please contact Meredith.



PCC sought an opinion on who can give to PACs in PA. Please contact Meredith for more information. 





PCC interviewing Public Relations partners based on two criteria - Cannabis experience and Pennsylvania 
experience. Executive Committee and the Marketing Committee will be involved in the process. 



Legislative Input: Priorities for Act 16

Adult Use: Industry priorities for AU

Dispensary: Priorities for Act 16, application of Covid changes





If you are interested in seeking a spot of Executive Committee please be in touch with Meredith 





Liquor Control Board Question: PCC sought a legal position on this and determined that State Government cannot 
sell a scheduled drug. Opinion is linked on PCC website. 


